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Creative arts therapies (CATs) have demonstrated a rapid growth of empirical studies over 
recent decades. While the findings of these studies substantiate that CATs have positive 
impact on a range of outcomes, it remains unexplored how and why CATs account for these 
effects. To gain more insight into why and how CATs impact outcomes, it is important to 
pinpoint which therapeutic features of CATs are unique and essential (specific factors) and 
which features are generic (common factors). To provide an overview of the assumed 
change factors or mechanisms of change and to gain more insight into how or why CATs 
may lead to psychological and physiological outcomes, the presenters/authors of this 
symposium have conducted a scoping review (De Witte et al., in prep). In this masterclass / 
mini symposium, we will share the findings of this review and discuss how these findings can 
positively influence the development of both CATs theory, research, and practice, as well as 
training and education. 
 
Plenary presentation- the participants will gain knowledge on the following questions:  
What are change factors / mechanisms of change (common factors versus specific factors)? 
What do these terms mean in the context of CATs?  
Which change factors and MoC are unique to each CATs modality and which are shared 
across modalities 
What are the implications for clinicians, trainers, and researchers?  
 
Small groups by CAT modalities - objectives:  
Getting familiar with the sequence of Intervention – Change Factor – Outcomes. 
After presenting some of these sequences from our review, participants will be invited to 
employ their new understanding to their practice as clinicians, trainers, and/or researchers. 
Awareness of specific intervention components / characteristics: how can they influence 
outcomes?  
Discussion: how can knowledge of change factors / mechanisms of change, positively 
influence the (further) development of CATs practice, training program and research? 
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